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Decades of study of the architecture and function of structured RNAs
have led to the perspective that RNA tertiary structure is modular,
made of locally stable domains that retain their structure across
RNAs. We formalize a hypothesis inspired by this modularity—that
RNA folding thermodynamics and kinetics can be quantitatively pre-
dicted from separable energetic contributions of the individual com-
ponents of a complex RNA. This reconstitution hypothesis considers
RNA tertiary folding in terms of ΔGalign, the probability of aligning
tertiary contact partners, and ΔGtert, the favorable energetic contri-
bution from the formation of tertiary contacts in an aligned state.
This hypothesis predicts that changes in the alignment of tertiary
contacts from different connecting helices and junctions (ΔGHJH) or
from changes in the electrostatic environment (ΔG+/−) will not affect
the energetic perturbation from a mutation in a tertiary contact
(ΔΔGtert). Consistent with these predictions, single-molecule FRET
measurements of folding of model RNAs revealed constant ΔΔGtert

values for mutations in a tertiary contact embedded in different
structural contexts and under different electrostatic conditions. The
kinetic effects of these mutations provide further support for mod-
ular behavior of RNA elements and suggest that tertiary mutations
may be used to identify rate-limiting steps and dissect folding and
assembly pathways for complex RNAs. Overall, our model and re-
sults are foundational for a predictive understanding of RNA folding
that will allow manipulation of RNA folding thermodynamics and
kinetics. Conversely, the approaches herein can identify cases where
an independent, additive model cannot be applied and so require
additional investigation.
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Structured RNAs are integral to many biological processes,
including translation, genome maintenance, and the regulation

of gene expression (1, 2). These processes require RNA to fold
into intricate 3D structures and to undergo a series of structural
transitions (3, 4). As such, an important goal has been to charac-
terize these states, in terms of their conformations and the rates
and equilibria that describe the transitions between them (5–8). A
more distant but ultimately far-reaching challenge is to quantita-
tively predict the kinetics and thermodynamics of RNA transitions,
an accomplishment that would demonstrate fundamental under-
standing and effectuate engineering of these systems.
Quantitative analyses of the melting temperatures for nucleic

acid duplexes led to predictive rules for RNA secondary
structure stability, known as nearest neighbor or Turner rules,
such that the energetics of helix formation can be predicted by
considering only the identity of each base pair, the identity of
its immediate neighbors, and the salt concentration (9–11). In
this model, the energetic contribution of each base pair step is
additive and can be summed to predict the free energy to an
accuracy of 0.2–0.5 kcal/mol for simple helices (12). Although
many more thermodynamic measurements will be required to
predict the secondary structure stability for large RNAs and
RNAs containing any possible noncanonical elements, the
current model has been applied with great impact throughout
biology and bioengineering (e.g., refs. 13 and 14).

An ongoing major challenge is to develop comparable quantita-
tive and predictive algorithms for RNA tertiary structure formation.
Once formulated, this knowledge may be applied to increase our
understanding of biological processes that involve structured RNAs,
such as RNA conformational transitions in splicing and translation,
and to allow engineering of controllable RNA elements in vivo. This
challenge would be greatly simplified if it were possible to model
RNA tertiary structure as the collective behavior of structural
modules such that the energetics of tertiary structure formation
could be predicted from the sum of separable terms corresponding
to each module, akin to terms used in nearest neighbor rules for pre-
dicting secondary structure.
As outlined below, considerable work by many RNA researchers

over the past decades has led to a common perspective that RNA’s
tertiary structure has modular properties (15–19). Based on these
observations, we now ask whether this structural modularity ex-
tends to energetics, such that folding thermodynamics of complex
RNAs can be described in terms of properties of components—a
task that has proven elusive for proteins but may be more appli-
cable to RNA given its structural properties. We formulate and test
predictions of such a model, and our results provide initial support
for energetic additivity in RNA folding thermodynamics and analo-
gous kinetic properties.We discuss our results in terms of comparisons
with proteins, noting differences between the properties of these
biological macromolecules while taking advantage of the wealth
of models and conceptual approaches from the more mature protein-
folding field.

Background
RNA tertiary structure can be considered as a collection of helices
connected by junctions (i.e., the residues connecting canonical
helical elements), with sparsely distributed tertiary contacts that
bring together distal parts of the structure (Fig. 1A). Several of
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these tertiary interactions have been described as “tertiary motifs”
because their sequences are conserved in different structured RNAs
and their structures have been shown to closely overlay in three
dimensions, suggesting a degree of modularity (15, 16, 18, 20).
As the residues of these tertiary motifs typically do not directly

interact with residues outside of the motif, the atomic-level pro-
cess for forming interactions within a motif may be the same in
different RNAs. Thus, there may be a common underlying ener-
getic contribution of the motif to folding. Alternatively, differing
connections between tertiary elements could distort the motif’s
structure, alter the interactions made, and consequently lead to
energetic interdependence between the motif and RNA elements
that span the contacts. Initial tests of the kinetic behavior of one
tertiary contact motif, the tetraloop/tetraloop receptor (TL/TLR),
embedded within different structures revealed a common unfold-
ing rate constant in different contexts, providing evidence for a
modular, locally defined physical process (21).
With respect to junction elements, classic work by Lilley and

coworkers (22–24) on three- and four-way junctions in DNA and
RNA established rules for how the sequence and topology of
these junctions determine the orientations and stacking of the
helices that emanate from these junctions. Subsequent experi-
ments demonstrated conserved orientation preferences for these
and other junctions when placed in different RNAs, suggesting
the transferability of junction-stacking properties (19, 25). More
recently, it has been suggested that RNA substructures of two helices
of defined lengths spanned by junctions of various topologies are
basic building blocks of RNA tertiary structure; these substruc-
tures are referred to generically as helix-junction-helices (HJHs)
(26–28).
According to this perspective, HJH elements determine the

conformational ensemble explored by unfolded RNA, and en-
sembles have been demonstrated for highly conserved junctions
such as the kink-turn and four-way junction and the biologically
important trans-activation response element RNA junction (29–
31). From this perspective, the probability of forming tertiary in-
teractions depends on the fraction of time that the ensemble aligns
two tertiary elements such that contacts form between them. In this
way, we hypothesize that the conformational ensemble in isolation
of the HJH elements that connect tertiary partners is a separable
component in the determination of the probability of tertiary
structure formation (27).
Given these observations, we formalized an energetic model for

RNA folding consisting of separable contributors that, in princi-
ple, are predictable from the properties of isolated components
and transferable between systems. We then tested quantitative
predictions of this model using single-molecule FRET (smFRET)
measurements of RNA folding thermodynamics and kinetics. Our
results suggest that the canonical GAAA-11nt TL/TLR tertiary
contact is thermodynamically and kinetically modular and that the
kinetic and thermodynamic effects of mutations in this tertiary
contact are transferable and thus potentially valuable tools in the
dissection of folding steps for complex RNAs. Most broadly, these
results provide an early step toward a quantitative and predictive
understanding of RNA folding.

Results
An RNA Reconstitution Hypothesis.As described in the Introduction,
an unfolded RNA exists in an ensemble of states in which the
relative locations of tertiary contact partners (multiple ones for
complex RNAs) are distributed in space based on the properties
of the intervening HJH elements (Fig. 1A). Once aligned, particular
tertiary partners can interact and thereby provide stabilization of
intermediate and folded states (25–27, 30).
The folding scheme of Fig. 1B illustrates the energetic terms

that underlie an RNA folding reconstitution hypothesis, and we
use this scheme to describe the hypothesis and to illustrate tests
of it. Fig. 1B depicts a simple RNA with a single HJH element

and a single set of tertiary contact partners, and an illustrative
2D free energy landscape for folding of this RNA is depicted in
Fig. 1C, Left as a distribution of different possible states. The
free energy (ΔGFold) of the overall folding process can be con-
sidered in terms of two steps and three energetic terms (Eq. 1):
The first step is aligning the tertiary contact partners (ΔGAlign),
and the second is formation of the tertiary contact (ΔGTert) (Fig.
1B). [As commonly discussed, the stability of RNA helices allows
us to consider tertiary folding starting with secondary structure
preformed. The complexity of multiple secondary structures (e.g.,
for riboswitches and misfolded states) (32) is accommodated in
this framework by deriving a value of ΔGAlign for each underlying
secondary structure.] ΔGAlign is made up of two terms, repre-
senting the properties of the junction that determine the con-
formational space explored by the attached helices (ΔGHJH)

Fig. 1. Building blocks of structured RNAs and the reconstitution hypothesis.
(A) Crystal structure of the group II intron with representative RNA tertiary
structure building blocks highlighted (73). Tertiary elements include HJH ele-
ments, with helices in black and junctions colored: internal loop (cyan), bulges
(orange and yellow), and tertiary contacts, loop-helix (blue) and kissing-loop
(magenta). (B) The overall folding (ΔGFold) of a simple HJH element with a single
tertiary contact (blue) is shown to illustrate the reconstitution hypothesis. The
first folding step involves a search for the conformational states in which ter-
tiary contact partners are aligned and can form (ΔGAlign). This step can be
further separated into the contributions due to the orientational preferences of
the HJH elements connecting the two helices (ΔGHJH) and the electrostatic
forces that bias the conformational ensemble of the HJH element to favor more
extended conformations (ΔG+/−). The second step in folding involves formation
of the tertiary contact (ΔGTert) that stabilizes the folded state F. (C) The re-
constitution hypothesis posits that the overall folding of a HJH element (ΔGFold)
is the sum of the energetic contributions from the HJH elements, electrostatics,
and tertiary contact formation (ΔGFold = ΔGHJH + ΔG+/− + ΔGTert). Each energetic
contribution is figuratively depicted by a 3D free energy landscape, and these
landscapes are summed to give the overall folding energetics. Free energy
diagrams were generated in Matlab to qualitatively depict the folding land-
scape. The x–y plane represents all possible states of the HJH element, and
encircled in yellow is the ensemble of states in which the tertiary contact is
aligned to form. The value on the z axis is free energy represented by
ΔG = −RTln(Ki), where Ki is the ratio of being in the aligned state relative to
all other states. Illustrative conformations for the HJH element are shown
above each free energy landscape.
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and the degree of charge repulsion between the helices under
particular solution conditions (ΔG+/−). (In practice, ΔGHJH could
be determined empirically at a particular ionic condition, with
ΔG+/− providing an adjustment to ΔGAlign for a given standard
state.) Fig. 1C depicts hypothetical free energies for each compo-
nent’s distribution among possible conformational states, where the
folded state is a small portion of the overall conformational landscape
and has the helices oriented such that the tertiary contacts are aligned
to form. The HJH and electrostatic terms, ΔGHJH and ΔG+/−, are
both, in this example, unfavorable for folding, and ΔGTert is the
sole energetic term that favors the folded state. The reconstitution
hypothesis proposes that these free energy distributions can be
added to obtain ΔGFold according to Eq. 1. Analogous descrip-
tions of folding kinetics lead to parallel predictions for folding and
unfolding rate constants (see Testing Kinetic Predictions of the
Reconstitution Hypothesis):

ΔGFold =ΔGHJH +ΔG+=− +ΔGTert. [1]

Here we test whether the energetics of tertiary contact formation
(ΔGTert) are separable from the HJH elements that connect them
(ΔGHJH   and ΔG+=−), a property of the reconstitution hypothesis
and one that more generally allows the most robust predictive
power of RNA folding. These energetics are expected to be sep-
arable if two criteria are met: There are no additional, idiosyn-
cratic interactions between the tertiary motif and the remainder of

the RNA (i.e., the HJH elements), and the conformational ensem-
ble of the consummated tertiary motif itself is the same (or nearly
the same) when embedded in different HJH elements. Importantly,
we treat tertiary motifs as distinct units and thus do not consider
the energetic dependences of the interactions within the motif,
as has been addressed previously (33, 34). Rather, we consider
the dependences of the energetics of a tertiary motif on features
outside the contact, such as electrostatic forces, the connecting
HJH elements, and the formation of other tertiary contacts.
Point mutations in a tertiary contact of a complex RNA weaken

folding by an amount that is the difference between the folding free
energy of the wild type (WT) and themutant RNA,ΔΔGFold,(WT–Mut).
If the energetics of formation of this tertiary contact are indepen-
dent of the electrostatic environment and the HJH elements that
connect tertiary motif partners, as predicted by the reconstitution
hypothesis, then the value of ΔΔGFold,(WT–Mut) will be the same
under (i) different solution salt conditions and (ii) when the part-
ners are embedded in different RNA contexts. Alternatively, if
there is an interdependence, we will observe nonadditivity, and
thus, ΔΔGFold,(WT–Mut) values will vary. In the following two sec-
tions, we test each of these predictions of the reconstitution hy-
pothesis.

Are Electrostatic Forces (ΔG+/−) and Tertiary Contact Formation (ΔGTert)
Energetically Separable? Fig. 2A illustrates the reconstitution hypoth-
esis prediction for different ionic conditions; that is, that changes in

Fig. 2. Predicted and observed effects of changing the ion environment on the folding effects of point mutants in a tertiary contact. (A) The reconstitution
hypothesis predicts that the effects of a mutation in a tertiary contact (ΔΔGFold = ΔGWT − ΔGMut) should be the same under different electrostatic conditions [e.g.,
[Ba2+]1 (Left) vs. [Ba

2+]2 (Right)], as the different electrostatic conditions are posited to only alter ΔG+/−. This effect is depicted by a different distribution for ΔG+/−

(only) in the two contexts. Mutation in a tertiary contact leads to a smaller contribution of ΔGTert to overall folding, as shown by a relatively smaller peak in the
negative free energy relative to that of WT solely for ΔGTert. As depicted, ΔΔGFold (i.e., the effect of a mutation) is predicted to be the same in the two salt
conditions. (B) Schematic for P4–P6 folding in Ba2+, whereby different Ba2+ concentrations modulate folding. (C) Folding across a range of Ba2+ concentrations
(20–100 mM), for TL/TLR point mutants; colors designate the mutation measured and are defined in Fig. 3. WT folding at each concentration is shown in black and
repeated in each panel. Errors represent the 95% confidence interval of the mean determined by bootstrapping (seeMethods; data in Table S1). (D) The effect of
the mutation relative to WT folding, ΔΔGFold,(WT−Mut) versus Ba

2+. Light green overlays designate the ΔΔGFold,(WT–Mut) range for each mutant.
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the electrostatic term (ΔG+/−) do not alter the response of a tertiary
element to mutation so that ΔΔGFold is the same under different
ionic conditions (Eq. 2). To test this prediction, we measured the
folding energetics of the TL/TLR tertiary contact motif of the P4–
P6 RNA (Fig. 3) using smFRET. P4–P6 RNA has been widely
studied as a model for RNA tertiary folding (e.g., refs. 35–39), and
our recent thermodynamic and kinetic framework for its folding
provides the necessary structural, thermodynamic, and kinetic
context for interpretation of the results herein (21). P4–P6 has
two tertiary contacts, a canonical GAAA-11nt TL/TLR and a
metal core/metal core receptor (MC/MCR), and their formation
bring its two helical stacks into a roughly parallel conformation
(37, 40–43) (Fig. 3B).
We used Ba2+ to vary ionic conditions, rather than Mg2+, as

Ba2+ does not bind to the MC of P4–P6 (44) and only the TL/TLR
forms in the folded state (38) (Fig. 2B). Prior work demonstrated
equivalent P4–P6 folding in Mg2+ and Ba2+ upon ablation of the
MC, and independent studies demonstrated equal ion atmosphere
occupancy for Mg2+ and Ba2+ surrounding a nucleic acid (21, 45).
Thus, we could change the electrostatic environment without
complications from site-specific metal ion binding and formation
of an additional tertiary contact (Fig. 3B; see also Additional Tests
of the Potential Interplay Between Structural Context and Tertiary
Contact Energetics).
Fig. 2C shows the values of ΔGFold for each of four mutants in

the TL/TLR of P4–P6 (colored symbols; Fig. 3C) determined
using smFRET measurements of folding (21), compared with WT
(black symbols, reproduced in each panel for comparison), over a
series of Ba2+ concentrations. Example traces and data quality
analyses for all smFRET measurements can be found in Dataset
S1. The range of Ba2+ concentrations was defined by conditions
that allowed observation of folding transitions for both WT and
mutant P4–P6 (Methods), and we obtained measured ΔGFold
values over a range of ∼4 kcal/mol.
Whereas the individual values of ΔGFold vary across Ba2+

concentrations (Fig. 2C), the differences between the WT and
mutant folding free energies, ΔΔGFold, were nearly invariant
(Fig. 2D). For each mutant, the variation in ΔΔGFold,(WT−Mut)
was less than 0.3 kcal/mole (Fig. 2D, green swatches), which
corresponds to a less than twofold difference in equilibrium
constants and is similar to measurement error (Table S1). The
invariance of ΔΔGFold,(WT−Mut) for each of the four mutants
supports the first prediction of the reconstitution hypothesis, that
tertiary contact energetics (ΔGTert) are unaffected by changes in
electrostatic screening (ΔG+/−) (Fig. 1 and Eq. 2):

ΔΔG½Ion�1
Fold,ðWT−MutÞ =ΔΔG½Ion�2

Fold,ðWT−MutÞ. [2]

From a physical perspective, these data suggest a degree of
simplicity to the conformational and energetic landscape of the
TL/TLR tertiary contact, specifically that the mutations and varying
electrostatic conditions do not substantially alter the interactions
that make up this tertiary contact.

Testing the Energetics of Tertiary Contact Formation in Different RNA
Contexts. Analogous to the above prediction made for the rela-
tionship between ΔG+/− and ΔGTert (Eq. 1), the reconstitution
hypothesis predicts that the effect of a mutation in a tertiary contact
should be the same in different structural contexts (ΔGHJH). Fig.
4A illustrates this prediction, analogous to Fig. 2A. To test this
prediction, we compared the effects of the TL/TLR point mutations
in P4–P6 to the effects of these mutations in an isolated TL/TLR
construct (TL/TLRiso), initially developed and studied extensively
by Nesbitt and coworkers (46). In this construct, the two tertiary
contact partners are connected via a flexible tether and thus lack
the orientation biases imposed by P4–P6 (Fig. 4B).

Fig. 4C shows the folding free energy (ΔGFold) for each point
mutation in TL/TLRiso and in P4–P6, compared with the folding
free energy of the corresponding WT molecule across a range of
Ba2+ concentrations (Table S2). Because of stability differences,
there are only two Ba2+ concentrations where we could obtain
ΔGFold values for both constructs and thus directly compare
ΔΔGFold,(WT−Mut) values for TL/TLRiso and P4–P6 RNA. As
shown in Fig. 4D (colored regions), the ΔΔGFold,(WT−Mut) values
for each mutant at these concentrations are the same for TL/TLRiso
and P4–P6. The similar ΔΔGFold,(WT−Mut) values in these starkly
different structural contexts suggest that the energetic contribution
of tertiary contact formation (ΔGTert) is separable from that of the
HJH context (ΔGHJH) and further support the assumptions un-
derlying the reconstitution hypothesis (Fig. 1 and Eq. 1).

Additional Tests of the Potential Interplay Between Structural Context
and Tertiary Contact Energetics. In the previous section, we com-
pared the TL/TLRiso, which provides a simple flexible HJH con-
text where the TL/TLR contact partners are able to assume a wide
range of conformations in the folded state, to P4–P6, which has a
more complex and conformationally restricted set of elements
connecting the tertiary contact partners. Functional RNAs often
contain multiple constraining tertiary contacts, and the formation
of P4–P6’s other tertiary contact, the MC/MCR (Fig. 3), would
further constrain the encounter angles between tertiary elements.
We therefore additionally tested the relationship between the
energetics of tertiary contact formation (ΔGTert) and HJH context
(ΔGHJH) with the MC/MCR tertiary contact formed in P4–P6
(Figs. 3 and 5A).
The ΔGFold values for P4–P6 folding with and without MC/MCR

are shown in Fig. 5B. Mg2+ was used to allow MC/MCR formation
and Ba2+ to prevent it, as above (44). Also as noted above, P4–P6
MC mutants that prevent Mg2+ binding have the same folding ki-
netics and thermodynamics in Mg2+ and Ba2+ (21, 47), suggesting
that electrostatic screening is highly similar for these divalent metal
ions and supporting comparison between Mg2+ and Ba2+ to isolate
and test the effects of MC/MCR formation.
Due to the large stabilization of P4–P6 folding with the MC/MCR

tertiary contact formed, we could not obtain folding data with
Mg2+ and Ba2+ at the same concentrations. We therefore used the
TL/TLRiso construct to span the divalent metal ion concentration
range for both Mg2+ and Ba2+ used in the P4–P6 measurements

Fig. 3. P4–P6 RNA structure and point mutations. (A) Secondary structure of
the P4–P6 RNA. Two tertiary contacts, the MC/MCR (green) and the TL/TLR
(blue), are highlighted. (B) Tertiary structure of the P4–P6 RNA. The tertiary
contacts are colored as in A [Protein Data Bank (PBD) ID code 1GID] (36). (C)
Tertiary structure and schematic of the TL/TLR highlighting the residues that
were mutated and studied herein: A225U (red), A226U (magenta), C223U
(cyan), and GACAA (green); these colors are used throughout. A225U,
A226U, and C223U are point mutations in the receptor, and GACAA is an
insertion in the tetraloop.
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in Fig. 5B. In this way, the ΔΔGFold,(WT–Mut) data for TL/TLRiso

serve as a common comparator for ΔΔGFold,(WT–Mut) values between
conditions for P4–P6 with and without theMC/MCR, and the shallow
dependence of TL/TLRiso folding on metal ion concentration further
simplifies this comparison. We therefore plotted the TL/TLRiso

ΔΔGFold,(WT–Mut) values from Fig. 4C with the ΔΔGFold,(WT–Mut)

values for P4–P6 in Mg2+ and Ba2+ (Fig. 5C).
For three of the mutants—A225U, A226U, and C223U—

there were variations of less than 0.5 kcal/mol between the
ΔΔGFold,(WT–Mut) values with and without the MC/MCR, repre-
senting differences of less than twofold in equilibrium constant and
providing strong support of the predictions from the reconstitution
model. Intriguingly, a slightly larger variance of 0.8 kcal/mol was
observed for the fourth mutant, GACAA, which is beyond our
estimated experimental error (Methods, Fig. 5C, and Tables S1 and
S2). Given that this mutant corresponds to an insertion into the
GAAA tetraloop to give a GACAA pentaloop, the insertion of the
cytosine in the loop may alter the preferred orientation of the loop
such that a higher fraction of the conformational states is com-
petent for forming the mutant TL/TLR compared with the WT
tetraloop when the MC/MCR is formed; this would cause the in-
sertion mutation to be less deleterious in the most constrained
context of P4–P6 with its MC/MCR formed. In principle, com-
parisons such as those carried out herein can be used to assess
differential conformational states of tertiary contacts.

Our results varying ionic conditions and varying the HJH
context support the reconstitution hypothesis, as the constant
ΔΔGFold,(WT–Mut) values meet the simplest predictions of this model.
Our results also suggest the potential for more complex behavior
that can arise from the presence of altered states of the tertiary in-
teraction and provide a path to identify such altered states through
outlier, nonadditive behavior.

Testing Kinetic Predictions of the Reconstitution Hypothesis. The
thermodynamic modularity of the tertiary folding energetics in-
troduces the possibility that there may also be a conservation of
the underlying properties that determines the kinetics of tertiary
contact formation and dissolution. We can make kinetic predictions
based on the diffusion–collision model for RNA (21), whereby
folding rate constants are determined by the rate constant at which
tertiary elements collide weighted by the probability that the ter-
tiary elements are in a state competent to proceed to form the
interactions of the stable contact. To uncover predictions from this
model, we break the overall folding process down in this model
into three steps (Fig. 6A): (i) local rearrangements of the two
tertiary contact elements to form a “tertiary-competent” confor-
mation (KConf) that has a significant probability of forming the
final tertiary contact from an aligned state; (ii) formation of the
aligned state from which the tertiary contact can form (KAlign),
which is determined by the extent to which the intervening helices
and junctions favor the aligned versus all other states; and (iii)

Fig. 4. Comparison of the effect of TLR mutations in P4–P6 RNA and the TL/TLRiso construct. (A) The reconstitution hypothesis predicts that the effects of a
mutation in a tertiary contact (ΔΔGFold = ΔGWT − ΔGMut) will be the same in different structural contexts [HJH1 (Left) vs. HJH2 (Right)]. Mutation in a tertiary
contact leads to a lower probability for formation of the tertiary contact and thus a less negative value ofΔGTert and weaker overall folding, without affecting the
other free energy terms. (B) Depiction of P4–P6 folding (Left) versus the TL/TLRiso (Right) in Ba2+. (C) Folding across a range of Ba2+ concentrations (1–100 mM)
for P4–P6 (circles) and TL/TLRiso (triangles); colors correspond to point mutations in the TL/TLR as in Fig. 3C, and the black points repeated in each panel are for WT
P4–P6 and WT TL/TLRiso. Data are provided in Tables S1 and S2. (D) The effect of the mutation relative to WT (ΔΔGFold,(WT–Mut) = ΔGWT − ΔGMut) versus Ba

2+ for
P4–P6 (circles) and the TL/TLRiso (triangles). Tan overlay designates the overlapping Ba2+ concentrations where the ΔΔGFold,(WT−Mut) values can be directly com-
pared. Errors represent the 95% confidence interval of the mean determined by bootstrapping (Methods).
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formation of the interactions, such as hydrogen bonds and stacking
interactions, that make up the tertiary contact (kForm). Although in
reality there will be a complex landscape of atomic-level rearrangements
with many steps and pathways and a range of probabilities that
they lead to the final tertiary state, we present a simplified model
with three steps that we have evidence to support. In contrast, a
two-step model cannot account for the data, as shown below.
RNA tertiary formation, including that for formation of the TL/

TLR studied herein, is much slower than expected for diffusional
collision; thus, there must be an additional step or steps preceding
formation of the contact (21, 27, 48, 49). Although in principle
there might only be a need for two steps, tertiary contact rear-
rangement and alignment (diffusional collision), our results pro-
vide evidence for an additional step. Specifically, the initial kConf
rearrangement (Fig. 6A) is not rate limiting; if it were, then
changes in the connecting helices and junctions would not alter the
overall kFold for TL/TLR formation, whereas we observe that kFold
is different in different RNAs (see below). Further, an alignment
step involving the elements connecting the tertiary contact part-
ners is not rate limiting (kAlign, Fig. 6A), because, if it were, mu-
tations that disrupt the tertiary contact would not decrease the
overall folding rate (kFold; see also below). Thus, a distinct, third
step must be involved and rate limiting.
To build a three-step model, we posited that the initial atomic-

level rearrangements leading to the “tertiary-competent” confor-
mation (KConf) would not encompass all of the rearrangements
needed to form the full interaction and that additional rear-
rangements would be required after alignment; these additional
rearrangements are encapsulated in kForm (Fig. 6A). As kForm ap-
pears to be rate limiting, the initial two steps are expected to
equilibrate before the kform step, so we discuss the kinetics below in
terms of equilibria for these steps (KConf and KAlign).
The reconstitution hypothesis and kinetic model of Fig. 6A pre-

dict that the rate constants for folding vary as the HJH context is
changed, since the alignment probability of tertiary contact partners
(KAlign) will be different in different RNAs. In contrast, processes

that are inherent to the tertiary interaction (kConf and kForm) should
be the same independent of structural context (i.e., independent of
the identity of the helices and junctions in the HJH that link the
tertiary contact partners). While we cannot measure the rates of
these individual microscopic steps to test whether they are the same,
we can test instead the prediction that the effects of tertiary contact
mutations on the rate constants (ΔΔG‡

Fold) are the same in different
contexts. That is, if these individual processes are the same, muta-
tions will have constant effects on the pre-equilibrium of formation
of the tertiary-ready state (KConf) and the rate constant for rear-
ranging to form the tertiary interactions (kForm) and thus have the
same effects on overall folding rate constants in different RNAs.
To test this model, we determined the effects on folding rate

constants for each of the four tertiary mutations, and we compared
the effects in P4–P6 and in TL/TLRiso. Folding rate constants were
different between P4–P6 and the TL/TLRiso for all variants, as
generally expected, and there were significant effects on kFold for
three of the four mutants (A225U, A226U, and GACAA) ofFig. 5. Effect of HJH changes on the effect of TL/TLR point mutants.

(A) Depiction of TL/TLRiso (Left) folding in Ba2+, P4–P6 folding in Ba2+ (Middle),
and P4–P6 folding in Mg2+ (Right). In Ba2+ only, the TL/TLR forms in P4–P6,
whereas both the MC/MCR and the TL/TLR form inMg2+ (38). The formation of
the MC/MCR changes the structural connectivity between the TL and TLR and
thus the alignment term of the reconstitution hypothesis (ΔGalign; Fig. 2B
and Eq. 1). (B) P4–P6 folding across a range of Ba2+ concentrations (circles;
20–100 mM) and Mg2+ concentrations (squares; 1–3 mM), for point mutations
in the TL/TLR; colors are as in Fig. 3. Data are presented in Tables S1 and S2.
(C) The effect of each mutation relative to WT (ΔΔGFold) for P4–P6 in Ba2+

(circles) and Mg2+ (squares) and for the TL/TLRiso in Ba2+ (triangles). Purple
overlay designated the variation in theΔΔG values for eachmutant in all three
HJH contexts. Errors represent the 95% confidence interval of the mean de-
termined by bootstrapping (Methods).

Fig. 6. Kinetic effects of tertiary contact mutations on folding processes.
(A) Simple kinetic model for tertiary contact formation based on the diffusion–
collision model for RNA folding (21). Folding rates and equilibria for tertiary
contact formation are composed of three steps: conformational change of
tertiary contact elements to a tertiary-ready state, alignment of tertiary con-
tact elements, and formation of the tertiary interactions between tertiary el-
ements. Comparison of the effects on folding (B) and absolute unfolding (E)
rate constants (ΔΔG‡

Fold and ΔG‡
Unfold; see Methods) for TL/TLR mutations in

P4–P6 versus TL/TLRiso (colors as in Fig. 1). Measurements were made at 20 and
30 mM Ba2+. Error bars represent propagation of the 95% confidence interval
of the mean determined by bootstrapping. Reported is the rmsd to the fit of
the data to the model y = x + b (seeMethods; data are presented in Tables S1
and S2) and is denoted in gray outline. Free energy diagrams depicting hy-
pothesized effects on overall folding (C) and unfolding (D) rate constants.
Effects on kFold (B) are consistent with effects on the conformational change of
tertiary contact partners before formation of the tertiary contact (kConf), as
depicted in the free energy diagram in C. Effects on kUnfold (D) are consistent
with tertiary contact breaking as the rate-limiting transition in unfolding
(kUnform), as depicted in the free energy diagram in (D).
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10–30-fold (Fig. S1A and Tables S1 and S2). The effects on the
folding rate constant in each structural context are plotted relative
to one another in Fig. 6B in terms of ΔΔG‡

Fold for each (Methods).
[These comparisons were made in Ba2+ because there are addi-
tional folding steps in Mg2+ for P4–P6, including rate-limiting
formation of the MC/MCR, that would obscure information
about the rate of forming the TL/TLR (21).] The congruence of
the relationship between these ΔΔG‡

Fold values for TL/TLRiso and
P4–P6 is excellent, with an R2 value of 0.98 and an rmsd of
0.23 kcal/mol for a linear model with the predicted slope of 1, an
rmsd value that essentially matches our measurement error (error
bars, Fig. 6B). Stated another way, this linear fit suggests that the
effects in one context are essentially fully predictive of the effects in
the other context. Free energy-reaction profiles illustrate how mu-
tational effect on the tertiary contact conformational change (KConf;
Fig. 6C) and/or the rate constant for the formation of the tertiary
contact (kForm, not depicted) can lead to an overall folding rate
constant effect that is independent of the alignment probability
(KAlign). Fig. 6C shows the free energy diagram depicting this sce-
nario, whereby the conformational change of the receptor (kConf) is
slowed by the mutation, thereby decreasing the overall folding rate
constant and adversely affecting the overall folding thermodynamics.
With respect to unfolding rate constants, the reconstitution hy-

pothesis predicts a conservation of the process of tertiary contact
dissolution embedded in different structural contexts, as the same
physical interactions are being broken regardless of the surrounding
helices and junctions. This prediction will hold provided the final
step in folding, kForm, is rate limiting (Fig. 6C) and, by microscopic
reversibility, the first step in unfolding (Fig. 6D, kUnform). Fig. 6D
shows this scenario in terms of a free energy diagram, whereby the
step for dissolution of the tertiary contact (kUnform) is destabilized
by the mutation, leading to an increase in the overall unfolding rate,
as this step is rate-limiting in the unfolding pathway.
The unfolding rates for mutant andWTTL/TLRs in the TL/TLRiso

and P4–P6 contexts are shown in Fig. S1B, and significant effects on
kUnfold of 5–50-fold were observed for each of the four mutations in-
vestigated (Tables S1 and S2). As predicted, at equal Ba2+ concen-
trations, the unfolding rate constant for each mutant is the same
within error in P4–P6 and in TL/TLRiso (Fig. 6E, kUnfold presented
in terms of ΔG‡

Unfold). Thus, the dissociation rate constants
highly correlate, with an R2 value of 0.98 and an rmsd of 0.16 kcal/mol
for the model with uniform rate constants in the two contexts.

Discussion
We have formulated and tested predictions from a quantitative
thermodynamic and kinetic model for RNA tertiary folding that
posits that a complex RNA can be understood from the confor-
mational and energetic behavior of its constituent elements—that
is, the helices, junctions, and tertiary motifs that make up the
RNA (Fig. 1). This RNA reconstitution hypothesis arises from a
general perspective of RNA as modular, which in turn stems from
observations that tertiary motifs have similar structures across
multiple RNAs, an ability to swap these motifs as modules and
maintain function, and conserved conformational properties of
junctions embedded in different RNAs (15–17, 19).
Analogously, a longstanding goal within the protein-folding

field has been to develop a bottom-up predictive understanding of
folding kinetics and thermodynamics. Below we briefly compare
and contrast the applicability of additivity models to RNA and pro-
teins, highlighting the expectation that RNA may be more amenable
to such approaches.
While hydrogen bonds and individual hydrophobic contacts in

protein structures can be readily identified and counted, their en-
ergetic behavior is complex. These complexities include the typically
coupled formation of secondary and tertiary structure, the differ-
ential energetic effects of solvation on buried versus exposed alpha
helices and beta sheets (e.g., refs. 50 and 51), and the multiple local
interactions and extended interaction networks in which most res-

idues engage. The complications inherent to protein folding are
largely absent in RNA folding, due to the simplifying features of its
tertiary structure. The stability of base pairs within RNA helices
results in preformed RNA secondary structure, allowing, in general, a
clean energetic separation of RNA secondary and tertiary structure
formation (17). [In cases such as riboswitches, there is coupling be-
tween the formation of secondary and tertiary structure, and there
may be additional cases where native secondary structure is not stable
in the absence of tertiary interactions (e.g., refs. 52 and 53). Never-
theless, these scenarios allow thermodynamic folding predictions to
be made via a simple extension of the reconstitution model, using
individual energy terms for secondary structure formation (“Turner
rules”) and tertiary structure formation (Reconstitution), provided
that these individual terms are known to sufficient accuracy.]
Whereas most amino acid side chains make tertiary interactions

with multiple additional side chains, most RNA residues are not
involved in long-range tertiary interactions. Rather, RNA bases
exist in the context of helices and simple junctions that serve as
connections between tertiary contacts, and these elements rarely
make long-range or tertiary interactions to other parts of the
structure. Thus, we might expect that the conformational properties
of these helices and junctions to be the same in the structured RNA
as when isolated in a much smaller RNA. In this way, the individual
conformational preferences of helix and junction elements in iso-
lation can be determined and “added” together to determine the
overall conformations of a complex RNA in its unfolded states.
Then, the subset of conformational states that allow the tertiary
contact to be formed defines the value of ΔGAlign for an RNA (Fig.
1 B and C). While likely to hold in many cases, the proposed ad-
ditivity of individual elements may find limitations in contexts
where there are more extended networks of interactions such as
those found near ribozyme active sites (e.g., ref. 54).
Although the goal of a complete quantitative model has not been

attained for protein folding, the theories and formalisms are rele-
vant and in some cases perhaps even more readily applied to studies
of RNA folding (e.g., refs. 21, 55, and 56). These formalisms and
concepts, such as the diffusion–collision model (57, 58), the contact
order model (59), and hydrophobic collapse, have been proposed
and tested (40, 60) and have provided useful analogies and led to
evaluation of models for RNA folding (21, 55).
Analogous to the studies in RNA presented here, Pace and

coworkers (61–63) compared the effects of sequence variants on
alpha helix stability in small model peptide systems to the effects
of the same variants in proteins with the goal to develop these
peptide systems as modular pieces whose behavior could be ex-
trapolated to proteins. Most simply, they asked whether a muta-
tion that affects the propensity of a sequence to form an alpha
helix, say decreasing this propensity, destabilizes overall folding of
the protein by the same amount. This prediction bore out for
mutations in exposed residues on the protein, but this simple rule
is not followed for a buried side chain, as desolvation and inter-
actions with neighboring residues affect the energetic contribution
of these sides chains to folding (51, 64–66). As noted above, this
approach and potential modularity may be more applicable to
RNA tertiary structures given their limited packing interfaces and
the sparse distribution of tertiary contacts throughout a structure.
Indeed, our results support the model that an RNA tertiary motif

has the same energetic properties in different contexts. Specifically,
we have shown that three out of four point mutations in the
TL/TLR have the same energetic effects across different structural
contexts and in different ion environments. Most directly, the kinetic
and thermodynamic effects of these point mutations can be used to
test whether TL/TLR formation is rate limiting in the folding or as-
sembly of structured RNAs, as the rate of overall folding or assembly
should be affected by a predictable amount if formation or dis-
solution of the contact is the rate-determining step in the process.
The principles of the reconstitution hypothesis are readily ex-

tendable to account for more complex behaviors such as folding
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cooperativity, whereby two contacts are thermodynamically coupled
in their formation. When two contacts form cooperativity, like the
two tertiary contacts of P4–P6 RNA (67), their successive formation
can be accounted for by the reconstitution hypothesis by iteratively
calculating the resultant conformational ensembles of the RNA
following formation of a contact (represented by a new ΔG′HJH
term). This recalculation will reflect the cooperativity between two
contacts, as the conformational ensemble following the formation of
a tertiary is more favorable (or less favorable in the case of negative
cooperativity) for the next tertiary contact to form. For example, in
the case of P4–P6, formation of the MC/MCR contact will pre-
dispose the new conformational ensemble (ΔG′HJH) to form the
TL/TLR, and vice versa.
Broader characterization of more RNA modules using the ap-

proaches used herein will test whether this observed modularity
applies to few or many RNA elements and can identify motifs and
contexts that do not display energetic additivity. For tertiary motifs
that are found to not be energetically modular, these motifs may
contain multiple conformational states that could form different
interactions depending on orientation or electrostatic require-
ments of the contact. Moreover, mutations themselves may lead to
additional states to be explored, leading to nonadditivity in dif-
ferent contexts. Such a situation is likely for the GACAA mutant
in the tetraloop studied herein, which gave a different energetic
effect in one of the structural contexts consistent with the larger
loop altering the conformational ensemble of the free loop and/
or the conformation of the assembled tertiary motif. This result
highlights the utility of these quantitative comparisons in un-
covering sequence variants and motifs with different behaviors
that can be targeted for further structural and energetic studies.
Indeed, future work in characterizing motifs will be aided by
additivity tests across a broad range of RNA contexts that can
provide information about multiple orientations and conforma-
tional states. Overall, our results provide a framework to guide
future work toward a quantitative and predictive understanding
of RNA folding energetics and function.

Methods
Construction of Single-Molecule P4–P6 (smP4–P6) Variants. SmP4–P6 variants
were prepared using a five-piece splinted ligation protocol, as described pre-
viously (47, 67, 68). Variants were prepared with two pieces containing
5-amino-allyl-uridine modification to attach dyes for smFRET (see Table S3 for
sequences) and labeled using an NHS-ester reaction (69). All pieces were syn-
thetic RNA and ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies, except for the
middle section of the molecule (bases 163–234) due to its length, and were
ordered as IDT Ultramer DNAs, PCR amplified, transcribed, and purified. To
obtain homogenous 3′ ends following transcription, a DNAzyme complemen-
tary to the 3′ end of the transcript was used during transcription (70) with a
polynucleotide kinase treatment following to remove the 2′,3′-cyclic phosphate
left from DNAzyme cleavage. The ligation reaction included all five RNA pieces,
added at ∼0.4 μM. The final ligated product was purified using a denaturing
polyacrylamide gel [8% PAGE, 8 M urea, 1×TBE: 89 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 89 mM
Boric Acid, 2 mM EDTA]. Ligated bands corresponding to the full-length ligated
molecule were determined by scanning the gel with a Typhoon 9400 (GE
Healthcare) at the Cy3 and Cy5 excitation wavelengths. Full-length molecules
were gel purified and eluted using three freeze–thaw cycles and evaluated for
homogeneity in folding and length on a native (8% acrylamide, 10 mM Mg2+)
and denaturing polyacrylamide gel (8% PAGE, 8 M urea, 1×TBE).

Preparation of Isolated TL/TLR. RNAs containing a 3′ primary amine were
ordered from IDT for each WT and mutant TL/TLRiso (Table S3). The con-

structs were labeled with Cy3b/Cy5 with an NHS-ester reaction (69) and
gel purified.

SmFRET Experiments. SmFRET experiments were performed on a custom-built
total internal reflection (TIRF) microscope at room temperature (23 °C). Mole-
cules were excited with diode-pumped solid-state green laser (532 nm; Gem,
laser quantum) and their fluorescence captured with an Andor Ixon Ultra
Camera with an CAIRN Optosplit II to separate donor and acceptor fluorescence
emissions. Before imaging, molecules were annealed to a DNA oligonucleotide
containing a 5′ biotin (5′ biotin AACCAAAATCAACCTAAAACTTACACA-3′) at
50 °C for 15 min, cooled at 0.1 °C/min to room temperature, and diluted to
10–100 pM for imaging on quartz slides derivatized with biotin-BSA (1 mg/mL;
Sigma-Aldrich) and streptavidin (0.1 mg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich). To stabilize
dyes from bleaching and blinking, a protocatechuic acid/protocatechuate-3,4-
dioxygenase (PCA/PCD) (Sigma-Aldrich) oxygen scavenging system with trolox
(6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic acid; Sigma-Aldrich) was
used. Buffers used in smFRET measurements contained 1–5 mM MgCl2 or
20–100 mM BaCl2, 50 mM potassium-Mops, pH 8.0, 100 mM KCl, 2 mM PCA,
0.01 units per mL PCD, and 1 mM trolox. SmFRET data were collected at an
acquisition rate between 50 and 330 frames per second and analyzed using
the SMART data analysis package (71).

Data Analysis. Folding rate and equilibrium constantswere inferred from smFRET
traces by fittingdonor andacceptor intensities using aHMM-based algorithm to a
two-state model with a single unfolded and single folded state (21, 71). This
analysis extracts transition probabilities between each state while taking into
account the noise observed in each intensity channel. Criteria for trace selection
were described previously (72); briefly, traces were selected based on exhibiting
all of the following: (i) single-step photobleaching, (ii) anticorrelated donor and
acceptor channels, (iii) total intensity consistent with a single molecule, and
(iv) stable total intensity.

All reported rate and equilibrium constants are the mean of the log
distribution of the values for each molecule. Reported errors are the 95%
confidence intervals of the mean from bootstrapping parameters from
individual molecules. The bootstrapped confidence intervals are asym-
metric, so the greater of the two values is reported in the main text for
simplicity (Tables S1 and S2). Both errors are reported in Dataset S1.
Measurement error was determined to be the average of all confidence
intervals for all measurements, which was 0.2 kcal/mol. A cutoff for signal-
to-noise (SNR) of 0.75 is imposed for all P4–P6 smFRET data and 0.5 for the
isolated TL/TLR, reflecting differences in the change in FRET observed for
the two different molecules.

Defining ΔΔG‡
Fold. The effect of each mutation on the folding and unfolding

rate constant is defined as:

ΔΔG‡
Fold =−RT  ln

"
kMut
Fold

kWT
Fold

#

ΔG‡
Unfold =RT  ln½kUnfold�.

The relationships between the rate constants effects between P4–P6 and TL/
TLRiso in Fig. 6 were fit to a linear model where the slope is constrained to
m = 1 (i.e., the model y = x + b). The goodness of these fits was determined
by the rmsd of the orthogonal distance of the data to the line y = x. The
coefficient of determination for a linear model (R2) was computed by the
square of a Pearson correlation coefficient for two independent variables:

Pn
i=1ðxi − xÞðyi − yÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

i=1ðxi − xÞ2
q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

i=1ðyi − yÞ2
q .
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